2021 Design Trends

Dictated by the Pandemic

01
Softer
colour
palettes

Muted tones replace
brighter colours with
high saturation giving
a sense of safety and
calm.

02

C

VID TESTING EXPLAINED
PROACTIVE COVID-19 TESTING LEADS TO:

1

Quick identification
of positive cases.

2

Quick treatment
for anyone infected.

3

Immediate isolation
to prevent spread.

Test
Trace
Protect

Simple
information
visualisations

The goal is to
make complex
data simple and
easy to consume.

03

Geometric shapes and styles

WELCOME TO

The sharp and rigid shapes and patterns
of geometric design work hand in hand
with the muted colours create contrast.

04

2D icons
and illustrations
Simplified, flat design is being utilised by brands
for social media, websites and visual
communications in the form of infographics and
illustration design vs the use of photography.

05

Classic Typography

Serif fonts are perfect examples of classic typography
having been around since the 15th century. This was a
time of elegance and labelled classical bringing a sense
of nostalgia. In this age, many corporate brands such as
financial services use Serif fonts which portray trust much
needed during the pandemic.

06
Social media
carousel posts

A known trend over
social media, such as
Instagram and
LinkedIn, is the use of
Slide decks - visual
ways of conveying
long messages but in
smaller doses in a
series of posts instead
of only one. They also
receive higher traffic
being promoted
more on the social
media algorithms
than normal posts.

07

Wordy videos

THERE ARE A FEW WAYS IN WHICH THE CANDIDATE
IS INTRODUCED TO THE PROGRAMME
They attend one of the Business Studies lectures & works on an
eCommerce Case Study. They’ve never heard of Treasure before so whilst in the
lecture browsed the website for more information via his mobile. Liking
what he saw & excited that Treasureis now open for applications to Programme
saved the page & clicked apply after the lecture.

They go to see the Career Centre to get some advice on potential career
options. The career counsellor has a discussion and then sends them to the
Vacancies Job Board where they explore a number of exciting opportunities.
Interested by Treasure they apply for positions.

They connect through the Website or Facebook page after hearing from a
friend that the Programme is open for applications. They are then able to access
information on the website, Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn to find out
more. The website is easy to browse, interactive and intuitive.

ACCESSES THE
APPLICATION FORM

With remote and
now hybrid
working being
the new norm
with restrictions
on social
interaction,
shooting moving
videos is difficult.
The answer is text
heavy videos
and illustrative
animations for
communications.
The advantages
of this is less time
spent on the
creation and less
cost in
production.

